Service requests SR 82536 (DOS Code Updates), and 82550 (DOS Codes Updates) ask to add PPS DOS codes.

SR 82536 asks the PPS DOS codes be amended in order to obtain consistency in the reporting of compensation in the Corporate Personnel System (CPS). SR 82550 asks to create new DOS codes to comply with new IRS substantiation rules for the personal use of cell phones.

Therefore, at the request of Payroll Coordination, we are making the appropriate transactions available via FTP.

For Service request 82536, all campuses should use the dataset:

    PAYDIST.CTL2009.CARDLIB (DOS2536)

For Service request 82550, all campuses should use the dataset:

    PAYDIST.CTL2009.CARDLIB (DOS2550)

The supplied transactions must be processed via PPP004.

Locations should implement their local changes by June 1, 2009.

As always, we suggest making a backup of the updated Control tables either through unload or image copy after the successful update of the production CTL tables.

Functional questions should be addressed to Shaun Ruiz of Payroll Coordination (Shaun.Ruiz@ucop.edu  510-987-0909).

For technical questions, please send electronic mail to Pamela.Torres@ucop.edu or call (510) 987-0741.